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Dear readers,

In this issue, we feature the “Development of the Children 

Innovative Thinking.”

The interest in the child development in any society is an 

interest in the future of this society. Many research and 

studies indicate the need to pay attention to the education 

of the children at nursery and preschool stages and the 

application of appropriate curricula and educational 

programs that provide children with suitable activities that 

help them innovate and encourage their development of 

innovation through stories, drawing, open communication 

and actual practice with things and other activities and 

knowledge.

In the Q & A section, we highlight the various methods of 

developing the reading skills for children.

This issue includes various scientific articles on learning 

difficulties and dyslexia prepared by specialized and 

interested writers in the field.

We are pleased to find you on our social media sites and the 

magazine’s website and e-mail.

Chairman & Editor - in - Chief

Mohammad Yousef

 Editorial
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Local News Local News

Partnership Agreement 
between the Kuwait 
Dyslexia Association 
and Kibina Company

Dr. Ahmed Al-Shiha, Kuwait 
Dyslexia Association Chairman 

signed a consultancy 
contract with: 

Mr. Ahmed Abdulmouli Al-Owaini 
and  And Mrs. Katia Hazouri as a 

Consultants for KDA

In the framework of strengthening the relations 
and cooperation between the Kuwait Dyslexia 
Association and educational institutions,

A delegation from the KDA 

Mr. Mohammad Youssef Al-Qatami - Deputy 
C h a i r m a n 

Mr. Salem Khaled Al-Sharhan - General Manager

Mr. Hamad Faisal Al-Fahad - Director of Legal Affairs

And Mr. Abdul Aziz Al-Dosari - Treasurer

Met with the delegation of Kibina represented by

Mr. Kieran Galvin - Executive Director

During which both parties agreed to hold a 
par tnership.

Kibina has an excellent and complete preschool 
program called “Kibina Concept”, which includes the 
Kibina brand worldwide.

The Kuwait Dyslexia Association wishes to obtain the 
rights of the exclusive privileges of the Kibina brand 
in Kuwait.

The agreement aims to provide the parties with a 
sufficient period of time to complete the necessary 
requirements and procedures for granting and 
receiving exclusive concession rights to the Kuwait 
Dyslexia Association in Kuwait.

The agreement was signed on Tuesday, August 8, 
2017.

The Kuwait Dyslexia Association represented 
by Dr. Ahmed Al-Shiha, KDA Chairman, signed a 
consultancy contract with:

Mr. Ahmed Abdulmouli Al-Owaini: PhD in Education, 
Associate Professor at the Lebanese American 
University (LAU), an educational coordinator in three 
languages licensed by the United States of America, 
a trainer and researcher with many books such as 
school books and articles in international journals.

And Mrs. Katia Hazouri: director of the Apprentice 
Center for Educational Difficulties, with a master in 
Education, and author of “My First Letters” the leading 
remediation program for dyslexia in Arabic. She is a 
doctorate student in educational difficulties at the 
Free University of Brussels as well as a trainer and 
researcher with many publications in international 
journals.

This signing comes within the framework of 
the Kuwait Dyslexia Association to benefit from 
specialists in the field of learning difficulties in 
general and dyslexia in particular at the Arab and 
international levels to achieve scientific partnership 
and exchange of experiences.

The contract shall enter into force on 01/07/2017.

Dr. Ahmed Al-Owaini and  specialist Katia Hazouri 
Consultants of the Kuwaiti Dyslexia Association
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Alabama - United States of America

On August 9, 2017

Research shows that between 70 and 80% of those with 

poor reading skills are likely to have dyslexia.

Mobile is home to one of only three schools in Alabama 

that meets the needs of students with dyslexia. Bright 

Beginnings Academy is located in 3509 by Pleasant 

Valley Road, which presents a full day option for Dyslexia 

students.

Practitioners of dyslexia suffer from the onset of dyslexic 

students, where the individual attention they need does 

not exist.

At the Bright Beginnings Academy, teachers use innovative 

methods to help students visualize what they are learning.

“These are children who are learning differently, so they 

need to be taught differently,” said Gina Englund, the 

school’s founder, “They are thinkers with sensory images, 

and they do not think with words, so they need to study in 

a multi-sensory way to excel.”

Englund hopes the education community will learn how 

to better meet the needs of students with dyslexia. This 

institution works with local universities in the hope that 

it will provide a master’s degree program to remediate 

dyslexia and the closest university to offer a program 

for dyslexia is the William Carey University along other 

universities.

To learn more about Bright Beginnings Academy, visit: 

www.brightdyslexics.com

Poetry News Agency

Sunday, June 04, 2017

As part of its campaign “Read, Dream, Innovate”, the UAE 
Council for Young People’s Books organized recently a 
workshop on children’s learning difficulties at the Umm Al 
Quwain Cultural Center, scientifically known as Dyslexia. The 
workshop was attended by 35 persons and aimed to provide 
scientific solutions for families whose children suffer from 
dyslexia and concentration delays.

The workshop, which was organized in cooperation with the 
Ministry of Culture and Knowledge Development and presented 
by Ta’leem Training and Skills Development Center, aimed to 
introduce parents and school teachers to the mechanisms of 
dealing with children with dyslexia and learning difficulties at 
home and school, and ways to remediate and integrate them 
into the society.

The workshop, entitled “Understand Me, I am Different”, was 
presented by the trainer Shereen Jassim Al-Nowais, CEO and 
founder of Ta’leem Training and Skills Development Center and 
comprised many directions. 

Al-Nowais began by defining “Dyslexia,” its causes, and the 
symptoms associated to it and the learning difficulties. She 
then highlighted the importance of early intervention, the 
preparation of academic programs for each case individually, 
and the evaluation strategies used to diagnose the disorder 
and ways to deal with it.

The workshop concluded with a set of recommendations, 
which should be implemented while helping students and 
children with learning difficulties and dyslexia, as well as 
highlighting a number of world famous people who have 
not been prevented by the conditions of their dyslexia from 
providing great contributions to humanity in various scientific 
and knowledge fields.

“Through the “Read, Dream, Innovate” campaign, we promote 
reading habits among all children and adolescents, regardless 
of their health and mental status. As far as we are concerned 
with healthy children, we also care for those who suffer from 
exceptional conditions such as children of concern, refugees 
and others,” mentioned Mira Al-Naqbi, General Coordinator of 
The UAE Council for Youth’s Books.

Al-Naqbi stressed the readiness of the campaign to provide 
help and support to various institutions and departments that 
are interested in sponsoring this group of society by providing 
them with a group of qualified trainers to offer workshops on 
dyslexia and the facilitation for this kind of workshops in a way 

The Alabama Local School Helps 
Students with Dyslexia

The UAE Council for Youth’s Books 
Highlights on Children’s Dyslexia

that suits the dyslexics and meet their different needs in order 
to be able to integrate naturally into the educational process.

“Dyslexia is diagnosed as a neurodegenerative disorder whose 
results are evident in reading and spelling,” said trainer Shereen 
Jassim Al-Nowais. “People with learning disabilities should not 
be confused with ordinary people and others with disabilities 
such as autism, physical, visual and mental disabilities.”

Al-Nowais added that, “some statistics indicate that 10 percent 
of the world’s population suffers from dyslexia, which is 
medically termed as “hidden academic disability,” because it 
affects people with varying intelligence levels between the 
medium, above the average and higher, and we are pleased to 
announce that Ta’leem Training and Skills Development Center 
has successfully managed 1,500 students since its opening in 
2014.”

Regarding the symptoms of dyslexia and learning difficulties, 
Al-Nowais pointed out that the difficulty of learning new 
words, and poor fluency in general - are considered the most 
prominent symptoms in the child’s first years, as well as poor 
reading that does not match the age of the child, the confusion 
between letters and words, and the difficulty differentiating 
the shape of the word and pronunciation – are considered one 
of the most important symptoms of school age.

She emphasized on the role of parents towards children with 
learning difficulties and pointed out the need to deal quickly 
if any of the symptoms occurred and to introduce them to 
learning specialists and speech therapists. The detection at an 
early stage - especially in preschool age – will help the child’s 
response to remediation programs properly, and then improve 
his condition and normal interaction with the surrounding 
society.

Source: http://alapn.com/ar/news.php?cat=5&id=57402

International N
ew
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By Mona Ahmad Mohamad Ibrahim Darbala
Master of Educational Psychology 
Cairo University 2016
Psychologist in the field of Special Education

How do I know that my son or 
student is dyslexic?

Before delving into the signs of dyslexia, it should first be 
noted that this phenomenon is not associated with the IQ 
level; which explains the trauma of the parents when they 
discover that their son has reading difficulties, despite his 
normal or above the normal intelligence.

In general, the most important indicators of dyslexia can be 
summarized in the following points:

First: Language Indicators

 When the child has delay or lack of speech, mixing the 
letters or the words, either in reading, writing, spelling or 
reading aloud.

 Delay or not speaking clearly or mixing the letters, words 
or sentences or reversing section of the word; read «Pant» 
instead of «Plant», “Dog” instead of “God”, “Bed” instead of 
“Bet” and so on.

How to Observe 
Dyslexia 

Symptoms
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 Omitting some letters and replacing others, such as 
«Hamed» instead of «Ahmed”, “Fruit” instead “Fluid”.

 Delete a full section of the word, such as «House» instead 
of «Home», and «Girl» instead of «Girls».

 Delete a word from the text, such as: «Large pen» becomes 
a «Big pen.»

 Delete some words or parts of the read word, where it is 
difficult to connect the parts of the sentence, for example, 
«I traveled by plane» may be read by the student «Fly by 
plane.»

 Turn the positions of the letters from the word either by 
submission or delay; read «Cold» rather than «Could», 
«Was» rather than «Saw» and «Star» instead of «Stair».

 Add one or more letters, such as «I went» instead of 
«Went» or «I saw» instead of «Saw».

 Add some words that are not in the original text, or some 
sections or letters to the read word; for example, «Traveled 
by plane» might be read «I flew by plane to America».

 Repeating some words more than once without any 
justification for example: may read, «Mother washed the 
dresses» by saying «Mother washed… mother washed 
the clothes.»

 Replace some words with others that may carry some of 
their meaning for instance, «Fast» instead of «Quick» or 
«Students» instead of «Pupils» or «Travel» for “Journey” 
and so on.

 Replace a letter with another, such as: «Horse» for «House».

 Weak differentiation of the letters, he may read the word 
«Cloud» and say «Could».

 Repetition or mumbling where the child repeats one or 
more letters such as: good good morning, or replacing the 
word with another such as: «Ayman is a beautiful child» by 
«Ayman is a good pupil”.

 The expected difficulty in the text, where the child 
confuses when moving from the end of the line to the 
beginning of the line that follows during reading.

 Drops from reading short words, such as: from, were, are, 
the, of, to, a, an.

 Error in the pronunciation of certain letters or words, and 
writing letters or words of sounds he heard. Some of the 
letters are confused with: b-d or m-w, or u-n or p-q or p-b 
or i-j.

 He writes some letters as he hears them in the dialect, 
such as «Khwan» instead of «Juan».

 He confuses the meaning of directions, such as: «right - 
left» or «above - under».

 The obvious slowness in pronouncing the words he’s 
reading; that is, the length of time between looking at the 
word and pronouncing it; and the slow pace of answering 
a question despite its relatively long stare. 

 The quick reading does not express the letters and words, 
hence the poor understanding as the child focuses on 
letters and words without giving great attention to 
understanding the meaning of what he’s reading.

 A messy and unclear handwriting that is hard to read.

 Move the line up or down, or flatten the lines while writing.

 Variation in spacing between the letters of the same word, 
or between words.

Second: Indicators Related to Daily Activities

There are many daily behaviors of the child, which can be a 
relevant indicator of dyslexia such as:

 The way things are handled, such as the difficulty 
of keeping items in their hands, and the difficulty of 
coordinating their actions such as: holding the ball, 
passing it or throwing it normally.

 Delay recognizing the time by reading the clock, or has 
trouble performing some work, such as: wearing clothes 
naturally, holding shoelaces and using buttons, or wearing 
clothes alone until an advanced age.
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 Excessive activity, or excessive slowness with the inability 
to complete a certain work, or focus on reading or 
assigned work.

 Difficulty in maintaining body balance, weak muscular and 
motor focus in walking, running, jumping and skipping.

Third: Indicators Related to Memory

 Difficulty calling from memory to translating visual signals 
into audio signals, and vice versa.

 Weak working verbal short-term memory, which means 
that it will be difficult to remember lists or sequences.

 Weak and forgets quickly in terms of spelling words, or 
arithmetic addition and multiplication, subtraction and 
division, forgetting the names and terms and the sequence 
of spelling letters, days of the week, dates, months of the 
year and the distinction between directions.

 May suffer from signs of impaired long-term verbal memory, 
which may be due to confusion during the learning process, 
or poor planning strategies of the school schedule.

 Weak focus when listening to stories.

 Slow in recalling visual language symbols from memory.

These symptoms are different and can vary from one person 
to another. The appearance of one or all of these symptoms 
does not mean that the child is dyslexic. We hope that the 
reader will not think that all of these symptoms can be 
present in one person. Suffering from dyslexia in terms of 
the number and quality of symptoms vary from one case to 
another and each case is characterized by a range of these 
symptoms, and requires a specific diagnosis by specialists 
such as neurologists, psychiatrists, as well as specialists in 
educational psychology and specialists in dyslexia those 
people can diagnose dyslexia and its level. Experts generally 
follow a multi-disciplinary test to eliminate other potential 
causes of reading difficulties, such as: cognitive impairment 
or physiological causes such as vision or hearing problems. 
Tests are also used to assess the child›s ability to read, 
such as: rapid recognition test for short-term memory and 
sequencing skills, coding tests, and various intelligence 
tests... These and other tests enable specialists to 
comprehensively judge the child›s condition and determine 
the degree of harm and type.

Q & A
      We received the following question from our 

brother Khaled Hassan from the Qalyubia 
Governorate:

How can reading skills be developed for children?
The answer was as follows:

Methods for developing reading skills
There are many methods to develop reading skills and the most 
important of these methods are as follows:

1. Carefully select topics for reading for children.

2.    Train the children to expressive reading and representative of the 
meaning.

3.  The use of hand movements with facial and eye expressions during 
reading; to strengthen the senses and help concentrate.

4.  Highlights the importance of reading model by the teacher at all 
stages; to be imitated by students.

5.  Importance of the silent reading, the student will not have a good 
performance until he understands the text well; so the student 
should begin to understand the overall meaning of the text through 
silent reading, and the teacher’s discussion to students before 
reading aloud.

6.  Train the students to read comprehensively; in terms of taking into 
account the correct form of words, especially their ending.

7.  Processing new words in many ways, such as:

	  Use them in a useful sentence.

	  Mention synonyms.

	  Mention antonyms.

	  Method of representation.

	  The drawing method.

8.    All these methods should be carried out by the student, the teacher 
only asks and discusses, and there is another way to process new 
words it is the method of tangible meanings, such as: the meaning 
of the word «lexicon» and the word «helmet», and this method is 
done by the teacher himself.

9.   Train the students to have courage in reading situations and practice 
in front of their peers with a clear voice, and effective performance 
without stammering or hesitating or stuttering and shyness; and 
therefore emphasize the importance of the student to read the text 
to his colleagues, and also train him to stand and hold the book 
correctly, and never allow the student to read aloud while sitting.

10.   Train the student to read in an appropriate pace and with a clear 
voice, it is noted that some teachers in the primary stage ask 
their students to raise their voices while reading to the level of 
disturbance, affecting their health, and especially their throats.

11.   Train the students to understand, and organize the ideas during 
reading.

12.  Train the students to read sentence-by-sentence, 
and not word-to-word; to understand the 
written words, and training them also on 
what is better to stop at.

13.   Enable the students to be able to 
concentrate, and the quality to 
summarize the topic they are reading.

14.   Encourage remarkable students 
to read in various methods, such as 
moral encouragement, or reading at 
school radio studio, and other methods of 
encouragement.

15.  Instill a love of reading in the hearts of the students, 
develop their reading tendencies, encourage free reading beyond 
the limits of the curriculum, and the development of competitions 
and incentives to develop this tendency.

16.   Train the students on the use of dictionaries, preferably if this 
training is made in the school library.

17.  Train the students to translate punctuation marks and what they 
symbolize as thoughts and feelings, not only with the voice but 
also with facial expressions.

18.  The lesson should not end until the teacher has made it an 
extension of home or library reading.

19.  The remediation of the weak students comes during the typical 
reading with the teacher. The teacher should be patient and should 
take them softly and gently, as he should encourage the progress 
of some students. The mistakes can be corrected through the 
following ways:

First: The first reading goes without correcting the mistakes, except 
the consequent change of the meaning.

Second: After the student has finished reading the sentence where 
the error occurred in one of the words, the teacher asks to repeat it 
with an alert to the error position for him to correct it.

Third: The teacher can ask some of the students to fix the error for 
their fellow readers.

Fourth: The student may make a mistake in grammatical terms while 
pronouncing the word. The teacher should refer to the rule as reference 
through discussion.

Fifth: The student may miss a word because of he doesn’t know its 
meaning, this can be discussed by the teacher for him to know his 
mistake, with the participation of all the students. 

Sixth: The educators see that if the student›s mistake is small and 
worthless - especially if the student is good and rarely misses - then it 
is okay to ignore the mistake and not interrupt him.
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By Dr. Zeynab Assaad Mahfouz Yousri
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Developing Innovative Thinking  
in Children

Recent attention to child development is one of the most 
important criteria for the development, progress and 
expansion of societies; the interest in child development in 
any society is in fact an interest in the future of this society. 
The children of today are the youth of tomorrow and men 
of the future and leaders, therefore the attention to the 
development, care of children and their preparation for the 
future is an imperative necessity of civilization imposed by 
scientific and technological contemporary progress.

Most of the recent educational studies in the field of 
child education have emphasized the need to design 
educational programs that provide the child with relevant 
experiences that go in harmony with their mental, linguistic 
and motor skills. In this respect, many researchers agree 
that the impact, interaction and response of the child to 
educational experiences require the best programs based 
on scientific and educational foundations, programs that 
can help improve his performance; whereby targeted 
programs have an important impact on the child in 
improving and developing his skills, especially the thinking 
skills.

Studies by Lilian Katz, Rae Ann Hirsh and Sandra Turner, 
emphasize the need for educators to focus on the stage of 
kindergarten, and the allocation of appropriate curricula 
that provide children with appropriate and varied 

activities that include games of construction, installation 
and drama, as well as diverse knowledge; these activities 
help to develop mental aspects, and researchers suggest 
that the curriculum contains projects involving children; 
through small groups to experiment, explore and conceive 
the environment around them, in order to develop and 
enrich their cognitive aspects.

The most important way in which children are aware of 
things in their world is to explore using their senses. They 
engage in all activities in a spirit of wonder, curiosity and 
rush to discover and experiment in authentic and fun ways, 
that is the creative capacity, and children are the essential 
center that is expected to be producing and creating one 
day, and to be a useful element of the nation, able to adapt 
to future variables and, control and shaping the future.

Studies suggest that children›s creativity has no limits 
in expressing themselves, this may appear in drawing or 
modeling using clay, cubes, or dancing. So the teacher 
should encourage children to find more than one solution 
to a single problem and allow them to use the available 
materials to create new ideas, and to development their 
innovations with stories, drawing, open dialogue and 
actual practice with things.

Reda Al-Baghdadi asserts that innovation involves 
exploration, invention, courage, perseverance and 

Issue Cause
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persistence; these are all natural characteristics of 
innovative behavior. Teachers who let children act freely, 
leaving them self-directed in a comfortable environment, 
encourage them and promote the development of their 
innovation.

Many of the results of research-based studies have shown 
that the preschooler compared to older children is highly 
receptive to research and exploration and has a degree of 
freedom and innovation, which makes the child willing 
to see, hear, taste and feel new things whenever they 
are possibly provided to him, so it is on those interested 
in the child’s development of innovation to create the 
appropriate environment that fosters the development 
of innovation, while working to overcome the factors 
that lead to obstruct and impede its growth, through a 
special education that creates an innovative mind, and the 
environment is an important factor in the development 
of child’s innovation, being a abundant source for the 
development of his culture and encourage his creation. 
When the child acquires the knowledge of the bright 
aspects of the environment, the availability of all the 
environmental possibilities in front of him and teaching 
him ways of life, living and dealing with them in various 
manifestations, this will help to innovate in various types of 
arts and knowledge such as painting, story and literature. 
The experts of education recommend allocating a place 

in the kindergarten classes for some of the handicraft 
skills such as woodcutting and softening, painting and 
coloring, as the kindergarten has an important role to play 
in developing the child›s ability to innovate. This ability 
increases when the child is provided with equipment and 
tools, and placing them in the appropriate places helps 
the child to stimulate his thinking and provide him with a 
number of skills.

Carter believes that the teacher has a great responsibility 
to develop the child›s creativity by understanding 
the characteristics of growth at this stage, creating 
a productive, encouraging and stimulating learning 
environment, using the appropriate and comprehensive 
method of teacher-child interaction, and developing the 
teacher›s ability to accurately diagnose the child›s abilities. 
Researchers reviewed some of the ways and means of 
developing innovative thinking in pre-school children:

1- Brainstorming is an effective tool for generating ideas 
for children and adults, used to overcome the criticism of 
others and encourage children to build on each other›s 
ideas. Wei Tu emphasizes the importance of brainstorming 
in the development of innovation by encouraging children 
to disclose their ideas and activities no matter how 
uncommon they can be and the teacher must be able to 
accept these ideas.

 2- Problem Solving is a vital activity of the child, practiced 
at various levels of complexity, at anytime he was asked to 
perform an assignment or to make a decision on a topic. 
Some educators see problem solving as a more effective 
process in learning; it includes an educational process that 
offers the opportunity to practice scientific activities and 
to experiment proposed solutions and ideas, a method 
that develops the child›s innovative capacities.

Joan Britz asserts that problem solving is a basic rule for 
pre-school education, which can be encouraged and 
developed through cognitive, social and psychosocial 
experiences that facilitate the solution of the problem and 
develop hypotheses, exploration and experimentation 
that ultimately resolve the problem.

The researchers emphasize the importance of developing 
some cognitive processes such as classification, induction, 
and measurement in pre-school children that help them 
solve problems. The results of many studies confirm that 
the environment is rich in activities and experiences that 
develop problem solving and innovation through drawing, 
coloring, experimentation, and scientific experiences to 
reach explanations of phenomena; experiences are an 
important learning practices and a means of developing 
problem solving skills.

3- Directed Exploration (basic science processes): 
Bruner emphasizes that learning by guided exploration 
(basic science processes) makes the knowledge obtained 
by children last longer, and when the child faces a position 
that challenges his thinking, he seeks to use the skills of 
scientific inquiry from observation, classification, and 
he reorganizes his knowledge of organization that can 
discover the concept or appropriate generalization, 
and this increases his motivation to learn, the process of 
innovation involves exploration and invention, courage, 
imagination and perseverance, which are the natural  
characteristics of innovation.

As exploration is an educational format that allows the 
child the opportunity to explore, inquire, and view to 

gather information and scientific facts on the one hand, and 
the opportunity to conceptualize and use the concept in 
different situations, on the other hand, placing the child in the 
position of the explorer makes him confront a position that 
challenges his thinking and generates a mental stimulation 
and he has to find the skills of scientific inquiry (skills 
associated with basic science processes) from observation, 
classification, extrapolation and experimentation; in order to 
gather the appropriate information, to retrieve its cognitive 
memory and to reorganize it to reach at a new discovery, 
understanding the confusing situation.

4- Use of Innovative Questions: Some researchers have 
suggested that pre-school young children are passionate 
about various environmental questions, so it is best to 
encourage and stimulate the child to divergent and 
uncommon thinking by asking questions that require 
more than a variety of answers to increase their balance of 
innovative thinking skills.
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By Adel Abdul Razek

Specialist Learning 
Difficulties, Skills 
Development

Missing Episodes in Diagnosis  

of Learning Disabled!
Many specialists and workers in the field of learning 
disabilities fall in a very big error, working directly with a 
child who has learning difficulty whether they are special or 
general difficulties.

Without any doubt, senior psychologists have made it 
clear that a child is not diagnosed to have a developmental 
difficulty such as visual perception, motor skills perception, 
only after three different tests have been applied to this 
child, the specialist is fully certain that he/she is working 
with the child in the right way.

Working with children randomly causes fatigue for both the 
specialist and the parents; therefore, the correct diagnosis 
should be completed for any child who comes to you as a 
learning disability specialist.

So, how do we achieve proper codification and apply the 
three tests to the child, so that we know the underlying 
psychological processes that lie behind the academic 
performance?

But first of all, it is necessary to present the comprehensive 
definition of people with learning disabilities.

“The term learning difficulties or special difficulties in 
learning refers to a heterogeneous class of learners within 
the regular classroom, who suffer from a disorder in one or 
more of the basic psychological processes (processes that 
lie behind their academic performance) as a result of the 
possibility of having a disorder in the central nervous system 
(C.N.S) which leads to their inability to listen, read, think, write, 
express, or perform basic calculations through divergence 
between their actual and expected achievement, although 
their intelligence is average or above average, and do not 
suffer from deprivation or sensory or physical disabilities or 
environmental deficiencies or severe emotional disorders.”  
- Mr. Abdelhamid Soliman 2009, Diagnosis of Learning 
Difficulties.

In presenting the definition, we draw some important facts:

The possibility of having a disorder in the central nervous 
system (C.N.S), which leads to deficiencies in listening, 
reading, thinking, writing, oral expression, or arithmetic 
operations.

So, we must first of all make sure of this important part; 
do these children already have a central nervous system 

defect or not? Are the learning difficulties of these children 
of neurological or linguistic origin? Therefore, we will need 
to apply 3 tests before starting any work or developing any 
therapeutic program for this child. The tests are as follows:

1- Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scales, 5th Edition (IQ)

2- Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities (ITPA)

3- Quick Neurological Screening Test (QNST)

First, Binet test is an exclusion test, and we have already 
referred to it as the first condition to judge the child as a 
category of children with learning difficulties, with a level of 
intelligence being average or above average (90 and above).

But Stanford-Binet is of further importance in terms of 
diagnostic or indicative ratings of the possibility of learning 
difficulties for this child, as well as the strengths and 

weaknesses of developmental processes such as visual 
perception, auditory perception and others.

Second, the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities shows 
us whether the child›s learning difficulty is of linguistic 
origin or not. If the child›s age of composite language on 
this scale is less than his/her chronological age, so this child 
is diagnosed to have difficulty with linguistic origin, what 
matters to us is that we have obtained results for the second 
time from a different test; to make sure that the child already 
has developmental difficulty, explained by the measures of 
the first, such as visual perception, motor perception and 
auditory perception.

The third metric, which we will highlight more, is the Quick 
Neurological Screening Test (QNST) for students with 
learning difficulties, a test designed for rapid neurological 
integration in relation to learning.

Through my humble practical experience, I found that it was 
one of the most missing diagnosis episodes in identifying 
these children with difficulties. A large proportion of workers 
and specialists do not know much about it, although it is 
important and has a connection to the neuropathic side. 
It is also important that doctors take a lot of interest in the 
extracted results when referred from the specialist.
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This test is a quick sum of 15 tests that must all be applied. 
If the child has:

High Score = 50 and above, Degree of Doubt = 26:49. The 
child has a high probability of screening, or a high score 
means that there are psychosocial problems in the child and 
needs to be referred to a specialist. In these two cases the 
child needs to have sensory integration sessions.

Normal Score=0: 25. Is a normal level and does not require to 
be transferred to a doctor.

This test is applied only for the age category of 5-14 years; 
for reasons of integration occurring in the central nervous 
system after the age of 14 that is specific to puberty, which 
will be presented later.

This test is very interesting for children because it contains 
skills and activities such as playing, and is applied in a fun 
session. The very important information my dear reader is that 
this test is not an academic test; it does not measure the quality 
of the child›s handwriting, it does not measure the child›s 
ability to read or not; this test measures the nervous side of the 
academic aspect; therefore, it is not an academic test.

The duration of the test is about 25-35 minutes.

The test as a whole provides us with the opportunity to 
identify a sample of a child›s behavior in:

- Motor Planning.

- Sequencing.

- Rate.

- Rhythm.

- Spatial Organization.

- Cerebellar Vestibular Functions.

-  Attention Disorders and, Visual and Auditory Perception 
Skills.

Finally, it is important to remember that if you want to make 
sure that a child is diagnosed with difficulty learning, you 
must have three results extracted from three different tests, 
or as I call them the correct diagnostic episodes:

First episode: Stanford-Binet, the second episode: Illinois 
and, the third episode: the Quick Neurological Screening.

After obtaining these results, you will know whether the 
difficulty is of linguistic origin, neurological origin, or 
linguistic and neurological origin. You will know what 
developmental strengths and weaknesses lie behind the 
child›s academic performance. And you will learn how to 
develop the best remediation program and the therapeutic 
plan for the child that saves you time and effort.
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The learning difficulties are gradually being the focus of attention 
in private education, and they have acquired a large share of 
modern research and studies. However, no one has come close 
enough to its causes and the reasons for its emergence and 
spread. Is it an emerging disease? Or is it an old one that has been 
developed and changed according to the changing societies and 
the different rhythm of the modern era and its requirements?

1- Learning Disabilities: Definition and Diagnosis.

It is assumed that before the diagnosis of learning difficulties 
is started, exclusion of those suffering from physical or organ 
disorders, such as mental retardation, hearing loss or visual 
impairment, etc., and those with emotional disorders and 
adverse cultural and economic conditions are also excluded. 
Their IQ level is average or above average.

According to the definition of the National Joint Committee on 
Learning Disabilities (NJCLD) and comprises of 6 organizations 
committed to the education and welfare of individuals with 
learning disabilities in the US, the term learning disabilities 
refers to: « Learning disabilities is a general term that refers to 
a heterogeneous group of disorders manifested by significant 
difficulties in the acquisition and use of listening, speaking, 
reading, writing, reasoning, or mathematical abilities. These 
disorders are intrinsic to the individual, presumed to be due to 
central nervous system dysfunction, and may occur across the life 
span. Problems in self-regulatory behaviors, social perception, and 
social interaction may exist with learning disabilities but do not 
by themselves constitute a learning disability. Although learning 
disabilities may occur concomitantly with other disabilities (for 
example, sensory impairment, intellectual disabilities, emotional 
disturbance), or with extrinsic influences (such as cultural or 
linguistic differences, insufficient or inappropriate instruction), 
they are not the result of those conditions or influences.”

Some researchers focused on the cognitive aspects of learning 
difficulties, which appear in the inability to operate and process 
information, and others were concerned with the psychological 
and behavioral processes associated with learning difficulties 
such as weak visual discrimination, difficulty in following 
directions, poor synergy, etc., most of them were away from the 
causes and were limited to the internal cause which is a simple 
brain dysfunction as stated in the previous definition, what is 
the reality of dysfunction and what is its difference with organ 
impairment?

2 - Difference Between Functional and Organ Dysfunction.

Organ dysfunctions are defined if the causes and the factors 
leading to them are related to the damage of one or more organs 
of the body, for example: the psychosis is considered organ if 
associated with aging or endocrine disorders.

Deficiency is defined as a condition characterized by a 
malfunctioning of the normal function of a particular physical 
process, with no apparent physiological or anatomical cause 
attributed to it.

The description of a disorder as functional means that the 
mechanism that caused the disorder is unknown or understood, 
and some diseases such as coma are functional disorders.

If you look for the definition of simple brain dysfunction on some 
medical websites, you will be surprised that its definition is «weak 
concentration, and that it is no longer scientifically recognized.» 
Therefore, the statement that learning difficulties arise from an 
internal cause becomes somehow inexperienced and lacks of 
research. For this reason, there is no need for medical treatment 
for learning difficulties, the absence of a review of psychologists 
and educators, and the exercise of appropriate rehabilitation and 
training programs for the delivery of information to the child. 
All these procedures are subject to treatment and avoidance of 
the effects of learning difficulties, do not provide any protection 
or prevention from the dysfunction, which means that we still 
need to look for a good reason that can be traced for learning 
difficulties, and what disorders fall below.

3- Sensory Integration and Nervous System 
Flexibility.

The best explanation of the learning difficulties is that they are 
caused by a change in the way the affected brain treats the 
information. What these children suffer is a difference in the way 
they receive and perform, and the symptoms and indicators of 
learning difficulties such as being behind the mental age in the 
drawing, the geometric shapes, the distinction between right 
and left, the spatial orientation, the form differentiation, or the 
attention and concentration disorders that are the keystone, 
and directly affect subsequent processes such as perception 
and concept formation. All these symptoms and indicators are 
subject to sensory integration processes, it is a brain involuntary 
process that regulates the received information from the 
different senses, treats and gives the appropriate responses to 
different situations, they are essential in the process of attention 
and concentration; and then the impairment leads to problems 
in behavior and learning.

The theory of sensory integration assumes that the brain interacts 
with the environment through its organs across three axes:

- Response  -   Interaction  -  Learning.

The treatment of sensory integration is based on the hypothesis 
of neurological flexibility, that is, the brain constantly changes 
and can be stimulated until the it changes and develops, and the 
hypothesis of brain interaction with the environment, it affirms 
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the positive impact of the brain on the environment as well as its 
negative impact; so, if the disorder can be eliminated and treated 
by strengthening the neurotransmitters of the brain, it may arise 
mainly through the loss of this support.

Before we address our hypothesis about the reasons why a child 
may develop neurodevelopmental flexibility, some may suggest 
that anatomy has been found among children with learning 
disabilities, so that the subject goes back to an internal cause, 
which we do not deny but we do not believe it’s the single cause. 

«Some scientists have shown that the temporal lobe of the brain 
is different for people with dyslexia, where there is the region 
associated with language, and found that it is the same for those 
with dyslexia, while the left part is significantly greater among 
the ordinary.” 

Does this mean that the anatomical difference is a cause of 
learning difficulties, or is the opposite true?

We mentioned earlier that the brain is affected by the 
environment through nerve flexibility, which is confirmed by the 
«Rosenzweig Study”, which compared two groups of rats:

-  The first group was placed in a cage filled with stimulants.

-  The second group was placed in a cage devoid of stimulants.

After a while, he found significant effects on the structure of the 
brain, and even in its chemistry. The rats exposed to the stimuli 
were characterized by a thickened cerebral cortex, as well as 
by a chemical component known as acetylcholine, which is an 
important component for learning. 

This means that dysfunction is still the master of the situation, 
but it is very likely to be attributed to the anatomical difference.

4- Does the Mental Status Affect the Organs’ 
Functions?

It is similar to what we have discussed above in the process of 
neurodegenerative activity, and «resistance: is the effect of 
physiological trends, instincts or predispositions in the organelles’ 
function” . Hormones undoubtedly affect the developmental 
nervous system and physical functions. If learning difficulties 
are found to be in the category of the clinically altered disorders, 
the presence of anatomical effects means that they tend more 
towards psychosomatic diseases. 

In that case, what has happened is that the psychological 
state has affected the physiology of the body, «when a child 
is frustrated, his/her hormonal state depends on how the 
external stimuli are perceived, how they respond to them, and 
the instinctive act puts an end to the stimuli by changing the 
circumstance or the annoying chemical condition, and if there is 

frustration with this act - whether because of internal or external 
conditions - this necessarily affects the normal chemistry,»  which 
was confirmed by Rosenzweig›s experience mentioned above. 
Despite the widespread drawbacks of a study made by Rödchen 
and Rönstein in 1942, their study clearly showed that instinctive 
stimuli actually depend on the hormonal state, and that dynamic 
self-changes affect the functions of organs.» 

5- What is the Nature of the Learning Difficulties 
Relationship with the Associated Emotional 
Indicators?

Psychologists have described emotional disorders associated 
with learning disabilities with indicators, and are considered 
diagnosis factors or characteristics to be used to identify and 
classify people with learning disabilities. However, after this 
approach, can they be moved to the category of stipulations 
if not for reasons and motives? The nature and quality of these 
disorders may indicate their status in learning difficulties.

Recent studies have influenced the learning disabilities library, 
and increasingly the trend towards linking learning difficulties 
with emotional or psychological disorders, for example, Bender 
1987 and Schulman 1986 studies reported that people with 
learning difficulties have an increased level of mental disorders 
in terms of self-understanding, and they are anxious compared 
to their peers without disabilities.

The anxiety factor, as we shall see later on, is mainly due to the 
low self-understanding and the trembled self-confidence, and it 
is a crucial factor in the neurotic conflict and a cause of coercion 
of what is related to it as discrepancies and deficiencies. 

Another study identified learning difficulties with the obsessive-
compulsive disorder as being: 

Characterized by confusion of concepts and, adoption of 
absolute concepts and abstraction away from realism, as well 
as being partnered by the enthusiasm and excessive activity, 
the lack of attention, and the exposure to cruelty and neglect or 
domination by parents or teachers.

In his study entitled «Learning Disabilities Psychiatry», 2000, 
J.M O’dwyer noted that mental disorders are prevalent among 
people with learning disabilities compared to other groups.

A study in 2005, made by Sherva Elizabeth Cooray and Alina 
Bakala explains that people with learning disabilities suffer 
from the following anxiety disorders: panic - phobia - obsessive-
compulsive disorder.

The M. Vanstraelen, G. Holt & N. Bouras study in 2006, entitled 
«Adults with Learning Disabilities and Psychological Problems»; 
found that the coercive acts are the most prominent.

6 - Clinical Change of Nerves in Recent Decades.

During the development of the ego psychology, psychoanalysts 
have found a subtle or rather motivating factor to develop their 
psychological view of the ego, and it turned to be the fundamental 
change in the clinical neuropathy of recent decades.

«In the classical nerves a sound person is suddenly exposed to 
inappropriate actions and stimuli, while with the contemporary 
nerves, the person is clearly overwhelmed by the disorder, and 
the impairments became less specific.» 

The specialists attributed this shift in the map of the social 
transformations of the recent decades. The nature of the child›s 
personality is socially determined. The environment imposes 
specific frustrations such as scholastic failure, challenge and 
success, and the urgency of our modern societies to the 
educational procedures, which include increasing pressures 
on the parents materially, educationally and pedagogically are 
reflected on the child, and translated into pressures of external 
impact from parents and school, and internal because of the 
conflict between the demands and the needs that he used to 
enjoy soon before the study and the new oppressive situation. 

In this conflict, the child sacrifices the requirements of 
neurological flexibility and may lose developmental advantages. 
So the learning difficulties child experiences a rigid, primitive 
pattern of response. In that case we can use Otto Fenichel 
expression in the interpretation of compulsive disorder: «chronic 
changes and personality impairments inhibit the subsequent 
growth of ego functions, in general any satisfactory or negative 
response means diminishing an individual›s expected potential.” 

7- Path of Conflict and Psychological Economics.

When the child tries to resist to the frustrating external stimuli 
and the internal demands to return to a previous stage with no 
responsibilities, penalties, and pressures, he goes to primitive 
child response patterns; Waelder explained in his book “The 
Principles of Multiple of Function” in 1936, a unique phenomenon 
in the human psyche, the tendency of this self to the principle 
of inertia, that is: to achieve the maximum impact possible with 
minimal effort, so if the negative response stops the attention 
and concentration, any gains such as: attract the attention and 
stimulate the interest; it would be very ideal to achieve this 
tendency.

This is because the child is going through a phase of subordination 
characterized by an initial behavior as negative receptive, and 
gradually the positive replaces the negative reaction, but with 
increase pressure and the failure of the conflict in favor of the 
stronger and the more ability to control and dominate; the 
negative behavior returns to appear and is more eligible for 

implementation during frustrating positions, especially if the 
price of positivity and independency is the feeling of loneliness 
and lack of protection, thus increasing anxiety, and may support 
this trend that attention - as it is observed - is selective in these 
children, «many models of pathological behavior in fact are a 
defense against anxiety, as is the case in compulsive symptoms 
that appear as physical hormonal developmental disorders, 
ultimately, these symptoms are equivalent to anxiety.» 

Otto Fenichel said, “modern education intensifies conflict and is 
the psychological basis of many social and cultural problems.» 

8 -  Conclusion.

Modern educational procedures expose the child to emotional 
pressure by simply demanding him more tasks and homework. 
It appears to raise the demands’ bar of the child faster than the 
his actual growth, or may interfere with the child’s needs in 
discovering tangible sources rather than dealing with abstract 
meanings and receiving them, as well as the adoption of the 
principle of strong comparison, both among children in the class 
or among parents, with the reprimand of parents whose children 
have not had the chance to make comparisons on a regular 
basis, resulting in more pressure on the child. Threatening the 
position of the child between the parents or in the classroom 
leads to the destabilization of self-confidence, insecurity and 
loss of security, and leads to a conflict that depletes its energy 
and affects the ability to learn or classify experiences or modify 
behavior according to the ratio, and therefore exposes him to 
negative responses, prevents the senses from attention and 
ignoring stimuli, by returning to the initial state in which he was 
the subject of attention and care, with no responsibility and 
punishment.
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Art Therapy for 
Dyslexia

The research and studies in the field of art therapy have shown 
that art is a remedial treatment for Dyslexia, because plastic art 
in all its fields of application, drawing and artistic composition 
has therapeutic benefits, which have a direct impact on the 
visual, intellectual, educational and behavioral aspects. The 
most important benefits are:

	Self Discovery   	Improved Attention.

	Improved Concentration 	Relaxation and Tension Relief.

		Improve the sensory perception through activities designed 
to help the nervous system, regulate and integrate 
information from the environment, leading to future 
adaptive responses.

This in itself is a cure for the main cause of learning difficulties, 
which arise from within the person itself, caused by a 
malfunction in the central nervous system or a weak ability to 
process information.

Dyslexia is one of the most significant learning disabilities of the 
school subjects, as success in reading is a prerequisite for the 

success in other subjects. 
Art rehabilitation 
activities come as the 
successful mediator 
in reading disabilities 

programs because it helps 
the students develop their 

visual skills to overcome dyslexia.

The sense of color, distance, dimension, size and texture 
of the various surfaces, improve the basic developmental 

aspects, and effectively contribute to the modification of 
the behavior.

We can identify the common characteristics of the children with 
learning difficulties from the developmental aspect, and the 
educational behavioral aspects as follows:

First: Developmental Learning Difficulties include:

1. Attention difficulties.

2. Cognitive difficulties.

3. Difficulties of remembering.

4. Difficulties in conceptual formation.

5. Difficulties in solving the problem.

Second: Behavioral Characteristics of Children with 
Learning Disabilities, include:

1. Academic problems.

2. Hyperactivity.

3. Rush and recklessness.

4. Lack of general consistency of movement.

5. Emotional instability (mood swings, depression, anxiety).

Hence the importance of the art therapy programs, 
implemented by the therapist using tools, colors, raw materials 
and touches, and employ them through a set of technical 
activities rehabilitation carefully and accurately put; to achieve 
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therapeutic goals in the developmental and behavioral aspects 
of the child, and to have an artistic achievement comprising on 
canvas, or more at the end of the therapeutic program.

To illustrate, we present a model for an art therapy program that 
addresses visual perception difficulties by achieving a gradual 
set of goals to be applied during sessions:

	Emulation, matching colors, and compare them.

 Compare shapes by length and size.

 Matching letters, numbers, and shapes.

	 Discover the differences between two images (or between 
two technical works made by the student, and his colleague 
in the same subject and the same materials).

 It is useful to distinguish between similar letters (p, q) (i, j), 
and likewise similar words (pen, pan) through artwork.

		Spatial Perception: Determining the place of the human 
body in space, and recognizing the location of things for 
the human being and for the other things. In the reading 
process, the child should look at the words as separate units 
surrounded by space.

		Comparison of distances (very close - close, distant - very 
distant).

	Students should be taught that there are some things that 
do not affect the letter recognition:

 1- Size.   2- Color.   3 - Writing Material.

It has been proven that artistic activity such as printing enables 
us to help the child achieve these goals in the developmental 
aspect (visual perception), thus, the child improves and can 
overcome dyslexia, while enjoying the artistic remediation 
sessions with positivity and self-confidence.
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Interview with  
Mr. Abdul Rahman Mohammad Abdo

Special Education Specialist and 
Learning Difficulties Lecturer 

Director of the Integrated Phonetic 
Center in El Matareya

Conducted by Mohammed Kamal

In the framework of the magazine’s 
quest and its role in introducing the 
readers and parents to the places 
to refer to in case of educational 
or pedagogical problems, we went 
to Cairo, specifically the Integrated 
Phonetic Center in El Matareya and 
we conducted an interview with 
Mr. Abdul Rahman Mohammad 
Abdo:

Learning difficulties is a modern scientific 
term; can we elaborate this to our reader›s?
In the beginning, we would like to point out that there 
are many definitions for learning difficulties. Based on 
each definition, the prevalence of learning difficulties 
is determined and according to these definitions, the 
percentages range from 3%. Others have said that the 
ratio reached 30%. However, according to the Learning 
Disabilities Association of America (LDA), the proportion 
is approximately 13% of students in the primary stages.

The definition of learning disabilities is: the disorder in 
the basic psychological processes towards attention, 
perception, memory, concept formation and problem 
solving, led to problems in the academic processes 
towards reading, writing, arithmetic, speaking and 
listening. Therefore the learning difficulties are divided 
into:

 Developmental learning difficulties and,

 Academic learning difficulties.

Dyslexia is known to be a learning disability. 
Can you tell us about it?
Dyslexia is a learning disorder that is mainly manifested 
in reading and spelling difficulties. It is caused by 
visual and auditory impairment causing poor 
reading level. The intelligence of these people 
is normal, ranging from 5% to 17% in the US 
population.

Parents should pay attention to the 
behavior of their children. How can a 
parent discover learning difficulties 
or dyslexia in their children?

The indicators parents can look 
at are divided as follows:

1.  Indicators before entering school:

  Significant delays in pronunciation compared to peers, 
or stutter while speaking.

		Psychokinetic problems taking a great time to know 
directions, for example: do not distinguish between 
right and left.

	Sometimes draw the shapes inverted.

		Difficult perceiving and following the rhymes as in 
nursery rhymes (especially songs that end with similar 
sounds).
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2. Indicators in primary school age:

 Difficulty learning the alphabet.

	 Difficulty of blending the sound and shape of the letter.

	 Difficulties of phonetic blend: in which he cannot 
connect a group of sounds to produce a word, for 
example: if we say to the child (a-ni-mal) what will it 
be by pronouncing each syllable separately from the 
other, in a 3 seconds period?

	Difficulties of phonemes: it is the opposite of the 
phonetic blend skill, in which the child cannot recognize 
that the words are composed of smaller sounds, for 
example: cannot break the word «animal» into main 
syllables, and therefore directly affect the spelling.

 Common spelling mistakes.

	Problems of auditory differentiation, for example: it 
is difficult to distinguish in the spelling between the 
sounds such as, Bowl and Ball or Pin and Pen and so on.

What would the children with learning 
difficulties need to overcome these 
disabil it ies?

Their needs can be found in the following elements:

1.  First they need to be educated about this category of 
learning difficulties, and to make them aware that these 
problems are not due to low level of intelligence, as 
many believe. Many geniuses had learning difficulties: 
Thomas Edison, Einstein and others. We also need to 
sensitize teachers - particularly the early stage teachers 
- to early detection of these children, as early detection 
contributes to a high rate of remediation of those 
difficulties, on the contrary, the older the student gets, 
the more difficult the problem may be.

2.  Static diagnosis criteria, through diagnosis we conclude 
the main impairment in these children, such as visual 
or auditory perception or others and, focus on the 
interventions and activities that contribute to the 
remediation of such problems.

3.  Go to a learning difficulties specialist, and follow the 
guidance plan developed by the specialist, and repeat 
those exercises at home.

What are the social and environmental 
difficulties that dyslexics or students with 
learning difficulties face? 

The difficulties facing this group are as follows:

 Lack of proper diagnosis.

	Lack of awareness among members of the community, 
they are unfairly classified as less intelligent.

		Reading grades are lower than their peers, although 
they may excel in other subjects.

There is no doubt that specialists in learning disabilities 
- especially dyslexia – have methods and remediation 
programs; can we know about the most important 
methods of intervention?

There are many methods and therapeutic programs 
that are used with learning difficulties, and this is by 
intervening on both:

1- The Developmental Aspect 

  Activities to strengthen attention (audio - visual).

  And activities for visual-auditory perception.

 Audio memory (long term - short term - working 
memory).

The progress of these developmental aspects 
comes through the use of tests designed to 
detect learning difficulties, such as the Rapid 
Neurometer Test, the Illinois Test, the Cup 
Test, the Michael Basset Test, and the Luria 
Battery Test.

Recently electronic games were developed 
specifically for people with learning disabilities, 
and the idea of these games is based on the 
system of neuro-feedback by learning how 
the children with learning disabilities think, 
knowledge of the neurological imbalances and 
remediation through games.

2-  The Academic Aspect is operated through the 
work of the educational plan for the child that 
is appropriate to his academic level.

You have a center for learning disabilities. 
We would like to know about this center. 
Can you give us a brief about it?

The Center has been working with a voluntary team of 
special education specialists for more than two years, and 

we use the diagnostic system of cognitive assessment, 
which is the Cup Test.

The therapeutic program with the child is done 
individually, a one-on-one session.

Tips to be provided to the community:
1.  Parents awareness about their children problems, and 

how to deal with them.

2.  Set a remediation plan implemented by parents and 
teachers.

3.  The sooner the problem is detected; the greater is the 
chance of remediation.
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The educational researches confirm that children often tell us what 
they think and what they feel; through their free play and use of dolls, 
cubes, colors, clay and others, play is considered to be an educational 
mediator that works to a large extent to shape the personality of the 
child in different dimensions; so the educational games have an active 
role in organizing the learning process when they are well planned, 
in addition the educational studies have proved the great value of 
playing in the acquisition of knowledge and the skills to reach it, if it 
is well used and organized.

Definition of Learning Through Play Method:
Play is defined as a guided activity by children to develop their mental, 
physical and emotional behavior and abilities, while at the same time 
creates fun and entertainment; learning through play is made through 
developing play activities to acquire knowledge, make science 
concepts closer to children and broaden their cognitive horizons.

The Importance of Playing in Learning:
1.  Playing is an educational tool that helps in the interaction of the 

individual with the elements of the environment for the purpose of 
learning and development of personality and behavior.

2.  Playing is an educational tool that brings concepts closer and helps 
in understanding the meaning of things.

3.  It is an effective tool in the separation and organization of learning 
to meet the individual differences, and the education of children 
according to their potential and abilities.

4.  Play is considered to be a remediation method used by educators; to 
help them solve some of the problems experienced by some children.

5.  Playing is an instrument of expression and communication between 
children.

6.  Games promote mental abilities and improve children’s creative talent.

Benefits of Learning Through Play:
The child benefits from several advantages, including:

1.  Affirms himself as superior to others individually and within the 
group.

2. Learn to cooperate and respect the rights of others.

3. Learn to respect and abide by laws and rules.

4. Enhances his belonging to a group.

5.  Helps in the development of memory, thinking, perception and 
imagination.

6. Acquires self-confidence and rely on it, in addition facilitate the 
discovery of his capabilities and testing them.

Types of Educational Games:
1.  Dolls: such as fishing tools, cars and trains, puppets, animal 

forms, machinery, vanity, etc.

2.  Kinetic games: such as throwing games, installation, racing, 
jumping, wrestling, balance and swing, running, ball games.

3.  Intelligence games: such as puzzles, problem solving, 
crosswords, etc.

4.  Acting games: such as theatrical representation, role-play.

5.  Singing and dancing games: representative singing, imitation 
songs, songs, folk dance, etc.

6.  Games of luck: dominos, snakes and ladder, guessing games.

7.  Stories and cultural games: poetry competitions, expression 
cards.

Role of the Teacher in the Learning Through Play Method:
1.  Conducting a study of the games and dolls available in the 

student environment.

2.  Proper planning for the utilization of these games, and activities 
to serve educational objectives, commensurate with the 
abilities and needs of the child.

3. Clarify the rules of the game for the students.

4. Arrange groups, and define the roles for each student.

5. Provide timely assistance and intervention.

6.  Assess the effectiveness of the game in achieving the 
highlighted goals.

Game Rules:
1.  Choose games that have specific educational goals, and at the 

same time exciting and fun.

2.  The rules of the game should be easy, clear and uncomplicated.

3.   The game should be suitable for the experiences, abilities and 
tendencies of the students.

4.   The role of the student should be clear and specific in the game.

5.  The game should be within the environment of the student.

6. The student should feel free and independent in playing.

Examples of Educational Games:
1) The Number Game in Dice Cubes:
The student tries to identify the number that appears, and can 
also be used in addition and subtraction.

2) The Dominos Game:
It can be used in the components of the numbers by dividing 
students into groups; each group is then given pieces of 
dominos, and is asked to choose the components of the number, 
and the fastest group wins.

3) Lost Word Game:
It is completed through a set of letters, where the teacher 
determines the words and the student search for the word 
between the letters; the words can be vertical and horizontal.

L  I  M  E  D

A  A  A  T  U

M  L  P  S  C

P  R  O  U  K

LIME/MAP/LAMP/DUCK

4) Fishing Game:
Through the preparation of a basin of fish model made of 
cardboard, with an iron clip where the teacher writes some 
numbers or letters, the students have to catch it with a magnetic 
hook. It is used in the numbers or alphabets’ identification.

5) “Who am I” Game:
Used to distinguish a specific letter connected and separated, 
spoken and written letters according to his location:

- I’m in.    - School.    - Reem.    - Hamad.    - Draw.
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Dyslexia Tweets

1.  Short-term memory problems are in some ways: difficulties 
remembering names, places and dates.

2.  Improvement in phonological awareness, and reading skills 
can be shown regardless of age in dyslexic people.

3.  The child›s confusion in the distinction between right and 
left is an indicator of dyslexia, and generally falls under the 
difficulty of knowing the directions.

4.  The symptoms of dyslexia differ between people, so the 
provided remediation is a sensory-based intervention in 
order to reinforce the information.

5.  Train the weak student on the required skills through specific 
tasks and activities, is a factor to strengthen literacy skills.

6.  Concentration on voice awareness and its applications 
to reading, spelling and speech is the best way to achieve 
progress in dyslexia.

7.  Educational aids help to raise the student›s interest and 
satisfy his/her need for learning.

8.  Rushing by the family or teacher, and accusing the student 
of laziness or underachievement before diagnosis - affects 
his psychology, and this is reflected on his social harmony in 
a large way.

9.  Early diagnosis enables the parents to take care of their 
children›s learning difficulties before the problem gets 
bigger and becomes an obstacle in his/her educational 
career.

10.  Development of language or learning skills - such as 
vocabulary, grammar, writing and verbal skills - is more 
positive in early age.

11.  Promoting student initiatives in the morning queue, or 
school broadcasting is an important element to overcome 
the student›s weakness problems of reading and writing.

12.  Learning within the classroom in the form of groups helps 
the student to overcome the weakness problems of reading 
and writing.

13.  The difficulties of daily routine activity among dyslexics are 
explained by the inability of the child to perform according 
to a specific schedule, or to disregard some of them.

14.  Writing ideas on paper is normal, and it is also difficult if 
the student has learning difficulty related to the written 
language.

15.  Dyslexia represents the majority of the learning difficulties, 
with a percentage of 60-70%.

16.  Dyslexia affects the growth and development, the locomotor 
apparatus and memory, and it is difficult to organize time, 
vision, hearing, behavior, personality, public health, and 
appearance.

17.  A study found that dyslexia is present in Kuwait, and that the 
proportion of dyslexic cases is 9.2% to 21% in public schools.

18.  ADHD is not a learning disability, but a behavioral problem 
in a child, which can be classified as a general symptom of 
learning difficulties.

19.  The selection of specific and simple teaching materials for 
reading and writing is a good indicator of the teacher›s 
success in performing his/her tasks in helping the student.

20.  The student’s senses along with the teaching aids help to 
establish strong and solid relationships, between what the 
student learned.

21.  The acquired dyslexia is a type of dyslexia developed during 
childbirth or postpartum accident.

22. Dyslexia is more prevalent among males than females.

23.  Dyslexia was known after the Second World War and is one 
of the challenges the educational process is facing at the 
moment.

24.  The role of the Kuwait Dyslexia Association is spreading 
awareness of the symptoms of dyslexia and the development 
of scientific and practical solutions after a number of 
scientific surveys and research studies.

25.  Dyslexics are known to be impulsive in their answers, 
reactions, and general behavior, which make them hurry to 
give quick solutions in a way that might make them wrong.

26.  Fear of going to school in children is due to physical reasons 
such as stress, or reasons related to certain behaviors or 
irrational fears.


